Visit to Sanjay Van
On Thursday, 28th October 2021, Prep’svisited the Sanjay Van, a ramblingcity
forest area near Vasant Kunj. It is one of the most thickly wooded areas of
the city’s green lungs.
A nature walk is an excellent way to
stimulate a child’s appreciation for
the
natural
world.Nature
gives
numerous
chances
for
making
discoveries, being creative and
solving problems.
The walk started with a map reading
as it is an important tool for building
children's spatial reasoning skills and
helping them make sense of the
world around.

The young explorers took clues from the map of Sanjay Van to reach the
assembly point with their parents.

At this point music and movement
with
Christopher
sir
energized
everyone.
Meanwhile
parents
participated in a circle time to reflect

on the importance of the visit and how to optimize this opportunity to
enhance various skills in our children.

It surely felt really great being outdoors. Children had a chance to explore,
wander and interact with their friends freely.
While walking to ‘Mayur Pahari’ children collected the articles, explored
textures and distinct smell in nature. They patiently heard the sounds of birds,
insects and other animals in order to imitate them during the recall.

Wondering how come three different kinds of plants
are growing out of one.

Look we found wild mushrooms…

Buds and that huge a cactus!!!

Wondering are these
twigs or roots…

Wondering what is that hog up to??
Ayansh said “Ma’am dayko a pig”. To which
Yuvaan said “Yeah
hog hota hai. Yeah yaha kuyun hai?”.

On reaching Mayur Pahari, children had their
snacks while soaking in the sunshine with
vitamin D in abundance. This was followed by
a team
activity in
which they
came

togeth
er to make a
tree of life with
the articles
collected.

It was truly a wonderful experience for children as they
werecompletely connected to nature.
Some interesting anecdotes:
Janet - “I saw pink flower joha mare school mein bhi main nature walk mein
dekha hai”.
Kimkim - “I am so excited that I am here in the Van with my friends”.
Mavis - “This big spider web looks like a palace. It must be spider’s palace”.
Aashi - “I heard sparrow sound saying choon- choon- choon”.
Chetan - “Ma’am on this side of the bridge sound of water is loud and other
side it is soft”.

Soon our memorable visit to Sanjay Van came to an end with moving to the
rhythm of ‘listen to the water’ and playing fire on the mountain run run run
together.

